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AbstractMost enterprises agree that knowledge is anessential asset for success and survival on aincreasingly competitive and global market.This awareness is one of the main reasons forthe exponential growth of knowledge manage-ment in the past decade. Our approach toknowledge management is based on ontolo-gies, and makes knowledge assets intelligentlyaccessible to people in organizations. Mostcompany-vital knowledge resides in the headsof people, and thus successful knowledge man-agement does not only consider technical as-pects, but also social ones. In this paper, wedescribe an approach to intelligent knowledgemanagement that explicitly takes into accountthe social issues involved. The proof of con-cept is given by a large-scale initiative involv-ing knowledge management of a virtual orga-nization.1 IntroductionAccording to Information Week [APH98] \the busi-ness problem that knowledge management is designedto solve is that knowledge acquired through experiencedoesn't get reused because it isn't shared in a formalway." Because this can be any kind of knowledge {tacit, documented, procedural, etc. { the term knowl-edge management may refer to such various thingsThe copyright of this paper belongs to the paper's authors. Per-mission to copy without fee all or part of this material is grantedprovided that the copies are not made or distributed for directcommercial advantage.Proc. of the 2nd Int. Conf. on Practical Aspects ofKnowledge Management (PAKM98)Basel, Switzerland, 29-30 Oct. 1998, (U. Reimer ed.)http://sunsite.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/Publications/CEUR-WS/Vol-13/

[Wii94, O'L98] as corporate memories and instincts,expert systems, document managing systems, learningorganizations [vHvdSK96], etc.Knowledge management is not a product in itself,nor a solution that organizations can buy o�-the-shelfor assemble from various components. It is a processimplemented over a period of time, which has as muchto do with human relationships as it does with businesspractice and information technology (IT). The processof managing knowledge involves the following actions:� Knowledge gathering: acquisition and collectionof the knowledge to be managed.� Knowledge organization and structuring: impos-ing a structure on the knowledge acquired in orderto manage it e�ectively.� Knowledge re�nement: correcting, updating,adding, deleting knowledge, in short: maintain-ing knowledge.� Knowledge distribution: bringing the knowledgeto the professionals who need it.We can distinguish between two types of knowledgemanagement systems: vertical and horizontal systems.Vertical systems are developed for one particular kindof business situation. Such systems are highly e�ectiveand have proven their value. Often, vertical systemsare developed inside a company and are highly situa-tion speci�c. Therefore, such systems are of little valuefor other business situations. Horizontal knowledgemanagement systems are general systems that can beapplied to a variety of business situations. They areframeworks that can be instantiated to particular sit-uations (see [APH98] for a discussion of �ve of suchsystems: Wincite, Intraspect, ChannelManager, Back-Web, and KnowledgeX).In this paper, we present a horizontal approach toknowledge management that is grounded in researchon knowledge engineering. Knowledge engineering isa �eld that { during the past 15 years { has been con-cerned with capturing, analyzing, organizing, struc-V.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-1



turing, representing, manipulating and maintainingknowledge in order to obtain intelligent solutions forhard problems [SBF98, O'L97]. It is therefore no sur-prise that knowledge engineering methodologies andtechniques can be of high value for knowledge man-agement, which is exactly concerned with the issuesmentioned above in a business environment [SAA+99].In order for our approach to work in a partic-ular organization, we assume that it has an In-tranet/Extranet or access to the Internet and thateach member of the organization has a browser. Inaddition, the approach requires that the knowledge ofinterest is available in HTML pages on the net. Manycompanies already have an intranet, which is an easyto use infrastructure that gives companies access toa large variety of Internet techniques. Therefore, forusers already familiar with browsers, our approach hasa short learning curve.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, weoutline the technology underlying our approach. InSection 3, we present an application of our approachfor a virtual organization: the knowledge acquisitionresearch community. We indicate how this case studyrelates to a business context. In Section 4, we iden-tify a number of possible dangers to successful imple-mentation of knowledge management systems. Finally,Section 5 concludes the paper by putting it in contextand relating it to the \Knowledge Chain" of knowledgemanagement.2 An ontology-based approach toknowledge managementOur approach comprises three main subtasks: (1) on-tological engineering to build an ontology of the sub-ject matter, (2) characterizing the knowledge in termsof the ontology, and (3) providing intelligent access tothe knowledge. In a sense, this is reminiscent of rela-tional database technology, where the ontology wouldcorrespond to the data model, the characterizationwould correspond to the instances (data) containedin the database, and access would take place throughSQL. We will show, however, that our approach is sig-ni�cantly di�erent from centralized databases, espe-cially with respect to distributiveness and intelligence.Our approach captures distributive, rather than cen-tralized knowledge. The knowledge is directly accessedat its original location (in HTML pages) rather than beseparately input to a database. The approach allows to\discover" knowledge that is not explicitly known, butthat can be deduced based on general knowledge (cap-tured in the ontology). For example, in the context ofhuman resource management, if in some company onlysenior managers can lead projects, and Mr. Paton isproject leader, then we can deduce that Mr. Paton is
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Figure 1: The approach.a senior manager, even though this is nowhere statedexplicitly.Figure 1 gives a general overview of the approach.An ontology of the subject matter has to built, which isused to characterize the subject matter (i.e. to �ll theontology with instances). An intelligent web crawlerreceives a query in terms of the ontology, consults thesubject matter (the instances), interprets them usingthe ontology and generates an answer. The instances(the actual knowledge to be managed) are distributedover di�erent HTML pages (of an intranet or the In-ternet).2.1 Ontological EngineeringAn ontology is a shared and common understanding ofsome domain that can be communicated across peopleand computers [Gru93, Gua95, UG96, vSW97]. On-tologies can therefore be shared and reused among dif-ferent applications [FFR97], which is one of the mainreasons why ontologies are popular nowadays. An on-tology can be de�ned as a formal, explicit speci�cationof a shared conceptualization [Gru93, Bor97]. \Con-ceptualization" refers to an abstract model of somephenomenon in the world by having identi�ed the rel-evant concepts of that phenomenon. \Explicit" meansthat the type of concepts used, and the constraintson their use are explicitly de�ned. \Formal" refers tothe fact that the ontology should be machine read-able. \Shared" reects the notion that an ontologycaptures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not pri-vate to some individual, but accepted by a group. Anontology describes the subject matter using the no-tions of concepts, instances, relations, functions, andaxioms. Concepts in the ontology are organized in tax-onomies through which inheritance mechanisms can beapplied.In order to come up with a consensual ontology ofsome domain, it is important that the people who haveto use the ontology have a positive attitude towardsit. Dictating the use of a particular ontology to peo-ple to which they have not contributed, is not likelyto succeed. Preferably, an ontology is constructed in aV.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-2



_________________________________________Concept: ComponentRelation: Part-ofNumber of arguments: 2Type of argument #1: componentType of argument #2: component_________________________________________Figure 2: Part of a physical device ontology.collaborative e�ort of domain experts, representativesof end users and IT specialists. Such a joint e�ort re-quires (1) the use of a methodology that guides theontology development process and (2) tools to inspectbrowse, codify, modify and down-load the ontology.Examples of such methodologies include Methon-tology [FGJ97, GP98], Uschold's and Gruninger'smethodology [UG96] and that of Gruninger and Fox[GF95]. The tool we use is the Ontology Server[FFR97], which is an interactive environment espe-cially useful for updating, maintaining and browserontologies. Ontolingua ontologies can be translatedto di�erent languages, including Prolog, CORBA'sIDL [OHE96], CLIPS, LOOM [Mac91], KIF, Epikit[Gen92]. Ontologies built in Ontolingua use the FrameOntology [Gru93], which is written in KIF (Knowl-edge Interchange Format) [GF92]. The Frame Ontol-ogy is, as its name suggests, a frame-based languagewhich includes primitives such as classes, sub-classes,attributes, values, relations and axioms. Related on-tologies can be connected to each other by inclusion.As an example, consider the context of the automo-bile industry. Here, the ontology would include, amongothers, terms related to mechanical and hydraulic de-vices. In the mechanical device ontology, examples ofclasses are \cylinder", \crankshaft" and \engine". Anexample of a binary relation is \part-of", which couldbe used to say that the cylinder is part-of the engine.The hydraulic device ontology could include the class\pipe" and the ternary relation \connection" to ex-press that two mechanical devices are connected by agiven kind of pipe. Note that the terms \cylinder",\crankshaft" and \engine" will be part of an ontol-ogy in the domain of \mechanical devices", while theconcept \component" and the relation \part-of" willbelong to a meta-ontology, applicable to any kind ofphysical device. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate re-spectively part of a physical device ontology and partof a mechanical device ontology.In a human resource management context, classescould be \employee", \manager", \project leader",\skill", \area of expertise". Applied to a concrete com-pany, an ontology can ful�ll the role of an \enterpriseknowledge map".

_________________________________________Concept: CylinderSubclass-of: ComponentPart-of: EngineConcept: CrankshaftSubclass-of: ComponentPart-of: EngineConcept: EngineSubclass-of: Component_________________________________________Figure 3: Part of a mechanical device ontology._________________________________________<html><head><TITLE> Mr. Paton </TITLE><a ONTO="page:ProjectLeader"> </a></head><body>.....<a ONTO="page[lastName=body]">Paton</a>.....</body></html>_________________________________________Figure 4: A simple extension to HTML. The ontoattribute allows to express ontological information inHTML pages.2.2 Characterizing the knowledgeAs already mentioned briey, in our approach, theknowledge to be managed is distributively organized inHTML pages (e.g. in a company's intranet or on theWWW). The relevant knowledge can thus be main-tained distributively by di�erent persons (the respon-sible persons for the respective HTML pages). Thesubject matter knowledge within the HTML pages isannotated using the ontology as a scheme for express-ing meta-data. For example, in the human resourcemanagement domain, the homepage of Mr. Patonwould state that he is a project leader. We thus addmeta-data to make this explicit. In our approach wedo this by extending HTML with a new attribute ofthe \anchor" tag: the onto attribute. Figure 4 givesa simple illustration.The HTML code in Figure 4 states that the URLof the page containing the information representsa ProjectLeader (a term de�ned in the ontology).Page in ha ONTO="page:ProjectLeader"i refers tothe URL of the web page. Body refers to what fol-lows and what is within the scope of the anchor, i.e.until the closing h/ai. The onto attribute does not af-fect the visualization of HTML documents in standardweb browsers such as Netscape or Explorer. The onlything that it does, is that it makes visible the subjectmatter knowledge for the intelligent web crawler. ThisV.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-3



small extension of HTML has been chosen to keep an-notation as simple as possible. Also, it enables thedirect usage (actually, reuse) of textual knowledge al-ready in the body of the anchor. This prevents theknowledge annotater from representing the same pieceof information again (the text Paton appearing as thevalue of meta-data onto above, is the same text as isvisualized in the browser). This simple solution suf-�ces for our approach because the HTML pages onlycontain factual knowledge [FDES98].2.3 Intelligent knowledge retrievalHaving discussed the ontology and the annotatedHTML pages, we will now turn to using this knowledgefor intelligent retrieval. We use the ontology-basedbrokering service Ontobroker1, which consists of threemain elements: a web crawler (called Ontocrawler), aninference engine and a query interface [FDES98].First, Ontocrawler searches through the annotatedpages (e.g. on an intranet) and collects the annotatedknowledge fragments. Second, it translates the anno-tated knowledge fragments into facts formulated in therepresentation language used by Ontobroker. Neitherthe inference engine nor the querying user have to beaware of the syntactical way in which the facts are rep-resented on the Internet. Only the annotaters have touse the annotation language.The inference engine receives the query of a user andexploits two information sources for deriving an an-swer: the ontology of the subject matter and the factsthat were found by Ontocrawler. The basic inferencemechanism of the inference engine is the derivation of aminimal model of a set of Horn clauses (see [FDES98]for details). This resembles intelligent reasoning asknown in Knowledge-Based Systems, with the di�er-ence that the instances of the knowledge base are nowdistributed over the di�erent HTML pages. The queryinterface of Ontobroker consists of a hyperbolic visual-ization of the ontology and a table format in which theuser can easily compose queries (see Figure 7). Thisprevents the user from having to know all the classesand attributes of the ontology.3 Proof of concept: (KA)2In order to investigate the feasibility of our approach,we are performing a large-scale initiative on the Web,where the subject matter is the scienti�c knowledgeacquisition community: the Knowledge AnnotationInitiative of the Knowledge Acquisition Community2:1The URL of Ontobroker ishttp://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/broker/2The homepage of (KA)2 ishttp://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/broker/KA2.html

(KA)2. We describe thus a virtual organization con-sisting of researchers, universities, projects, publica-tions, etc. The information resides at the World-Wide Web in the homepages of the KA researcherswhere they publish information about their a�liation,projects, publications, research interests, etc. [BF98].From a concrete knowledge management point ofview, the (KA)2 initiative is not an esoteric, aca-demic toy example. Imagine a large multinationalwith thousands of employees world wide. For such alarge organization, e�ective human resource manage-ment (HRM) is of vital importance. However, �nding\who knows what" in large organizations has alwaysbeen a time-intensive process. A knowledge manage-ment system that allows to �nd adequate people basedon their skills, experience and area of expertise wouldcertainly be of high value. For large companies thathave an organization-wide intranet, our approach is areal possibility to enhance the HRM task. It allowsimprovement of the precision, recall and presentationof the results of searches on an intranet or the WWW.Notice, however, that the fact that (KA)2 is nat-urally related to the HRM task, does not imply thatit is limited to this knowledge management task. Inprinciple, the subject matter of our approach can con-cern any kind of company-vital knowledge that needto be managed more e�ectively.3.1 Ontological engineering in (KA)2In (KA)2, we build an ontology of the KA community(cf. an \enterprise knowledge map"). Since an ontol-ogy should capture consensual knowledge, in (KA)2,several researchers cooperate together { at di�erentlocations { to construct the ontology. In this way, weensure that the ontology will be accepted by a majorityof KA researchers. The current ontology for the KAcommunity consists of seven related ontologies: an or-ganization ontology, a project ontology, a person ontol-ogy, a research-topic ontology, a publication ontology,an event ontology, and a research-product ontology.The current version of the ontology can be viewed atthe European mirror site in Madrid of the OntologyServer of Stanford University3. Login as \ontologias-ka2" with password \adieu007", and then load one ofthe seven sub-ontologies of the KA community. Forillustration purpose, we include here examples of twosub-ontologies of the KA ontology: the person ontol-ogy and the publication ontology.The Person-ontology de�nes the types of personsworking in academic environments, along with theircharacteristics. This ontology de�nes 10 classes and 23relations. The overview does not show which classesthe relations connect (but it can be browsed at Ontol-3URL is http://www-ksl-svc-lia.dia.�.upm.es:5915/V.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-4



ogy Server). Indentation denotes the subclass-of rela-tion.Class hierarchy (10 classes defined):PersonEmployeeAcademic-StaffLecturerResearcherAdministrative-StaffSecretaryTechnical-StaffStudentPhd-Student23 relations defined:Address, Affiliation, Cooperates-With, Editor-Of,Email, First-Name, Has-Publication, Head-Of-Group,Head-Of-Project, Last-Name, Member-Of-Organization,Member-Of-Program-Committee, Member-Of-Research-Group,Middle-Initial, Organizer-Of-Chair-Of, Person-Name,Photo, Research-Interest, Secretary-Of, Studies-At,Supervises, Supervisor, Works-At-ProjectThe Publication-ontology de�nes { in 13 classes and28 relations { the usual bibliographic entities and at-tributes.Class hierarchy (13 classes defined):On-Line-PublicationPublicationArticleArticle-In-BookConference-PaperJournal-ArticleTechnical-ReportWorkshop-PaperBookJournalIEEE-ExpertIJHCSSpecial-Issue28 relations defined:Abstract, Book-Editor,Conference-Proceedings-Title,Contains-Article-In-Book,Contains-Article-In-Journal, Describes-Project,First-Page, Has-Author, Has-Publisher, In-Book,In-Conference, In-Journal, In-Organization,In-Workshop, Journal-Editor, Journal-Number,Journal-Publisher, Journal-Year, Last-Page,On-Line-Version, On-Line-Version-Of,Publication-Title, Publication-Year,Technical-Report-Number, Technical-Report-Series,Type, Volume, Workshop-Proceedings-Title3.2 Annotating pages in (KA)2Annotating HTML pages in (KA)2 means that eachparticipating researcher in the KA community has toannotate the relevant knowledge in his or her home-page environment. Figure 5 illustrates fragments of

an annotated homepage of a researcher using the ontoattribute. Page in ha ONTO="page[address=body]"irefers to the URL of the web page. Body refers to whatfollows and what is within the scope of the anchor, i.e.until the closing h/ai. Address is a class of the KAontology. Figure 6 illustrates the annotation of a pub-lication. The annotation process looks like a tediousand error-prone task. Our experience is that it takesroughly one hour to annotate �ve pages. At the On-tobroker site, an annotation checker is available, andif needed, personal support can be given. In spite ofthe amount of work involved, there is one importantfactor that may make people be willing to annotatetheir homepages, and that is self-publicity. By anno-tating pages, researchers make themselves more visibleto others, which enhances the likelihood that otherswill use and refer to their work, which { in the aca-demic world { is a good thing. In Section 5, we comeback to this issue.3.3 Querying the KA communityIn (KA)2, in order for Ontocrawler to collect theknowledge from HTML pages, researchers have to reg-ister their pages. That is, they have to tell Ontocrawlerwhich URLs it needs to visit. Once that is done, intel-ligent knowledge retrieval is possible. Users are freedfrom knowing the speci�c querying language through auser interface comprising a hyperbolic visualization ofthe ontology linked with a table interface (see Figure 7and Figure 8). In the hyperbolic view, the ontologycan be moved around with the e�ect that conceptsdragged to the center are enlarged while peripheralconcepts are reduced in size. If the user clicks on aconcept, it is passed to the table in Figure 8. Speci�cattributes of the selected concepts can now be cho-sen (such as \lastname" and \email"). In this way,users can compose their query by browsing and click-ing, with a minimum amount of typing. The table alsoallows the construction of composite queries using con-junctives such as and, or, and not, or not.We can for instance ask for all researchers in theKA community. The answer would not only includeresearchers who have their homepage annotated, butalso additional researchers that cooperate with theseresearchers. The ontology de�nes cooperation betweenresearchers, which enables the following deduction:if X cooperates with Y then X and Y must be re-searchers. Ontobroker uses this type information, notfor consistency checking (which would not be a verygood idea in an open web environment), but for abduc-tively deriving new facts (i.e. Y is also a researcher).This example illustrates that it is possible to accessknowledge that is not explicitly represented, which isan important advantage of our approach compared toV.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-5



_____________________________________________________________________<html><head><TITLE> Richard Benjamins </TITLE><a ONTO="page:Researcher"> </a></head><H1> <A HREF="pictures/id-rich.gif"><IMG align=middle SRC="pictures/richard.gif"></A><a ONTO="page[photo=href]"HREF="http://www.iiia.csic.es/~richard/pictures/richard.gif" ></a><a ONTO="page[firstName=body]">Richard</a><a ONTO="page[lastName=body]">Benjamins </a></h1> <p><A ONTO="page[affiliation=body]" HREF="#card">Artificial Intelligence Research Institute (IIIA)</A> -<a href="http://www.csic.es/">CSIC</a>, Barcelona, Spain <br>and <br><A ONTO="page[affiliation=body]" HREF="http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/">Dept. of Social Science Informatics (SWI)</A>-<A HREF="http://www.uva.nl/uva/english/">UvA</A>, Amsterdam, theNetherlands<DL><DT><STRONG><A HREF="../../IIIA.html">IIIA</A> -<a ONTO="page[address=body]">Artificial Intelligence Research Institute </STRONG><DT><EM>CSIC - Spanish Scientific Research Council</EM><DT>Campus UAB<DT>08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain </a><DT><IMG SRC="gifs/tel.gif">voice: +34-3-580 95 70<DT><IMG SRC="gifs/fax.gif">fax: +34-3-580 96 61<DT><IMG SRC="gifs/email.gif">Email:<A HREF="mailto:richard@iiia.csic.es" ONTO="page[email=href]">richard@iiia.csic.es</A><DT>URL: <A HREF="http://www.iiia.csic.es/~richard/">http://www.iiia.csic.es/~richard</A></DL></font></body></html>_____________________________________________________________________Figure 5: Example web page annotated with the ONTO attribute. Page in ha ONTO="page[address=body]"irefers to the URL of the page. Body refers to what follows and what is within the scope of the anchor, i.e. untilthe closing h/ai. Address is a class of the KA ontology.
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_________________________________________________________________________________________<a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name:JournalArticle"></a><a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[author=href]"href="http://www.iiia.csic.es/~richard/index.html">V. R. Benjamins </a>and <a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[author=body]">M. Aben </a>, <a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[title=body]">Structure-Preserving KBS Development throughReusable Libraries: a Case-Study in Diagnosis. </a><a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[journal=body]">IJHCS </a>International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, Vol 47, pages<a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[firstPage=body]">259 </a>- <a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[lastPage=body]">288 </a>, <a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[year=body]">1997 </a><a name="Benjamins:97a" ONTO="name[onlineVersion=href]"HREF="http://www.iiia.csic.es/~richard/postscripts/ijhcs.ps">(draft version) </a>_________________________________________________________________________________________Figure 6: Example of an annotated publication. All values of the ONTO attribute belong to the ontology of theknowledge acquisition community. The actual knowledge (the instances) representing the publication appears atthe left-hand side, the right part contains the annotation code.keyword-based search. We could also ask for all re-searchers that have worked together in some project,or for abstracts of all papers on a particular topic.More examples of queries to the knowledge acquisi-tion community can be obtained through Ontobroker'shomepage.3.4 Some factsThe current version (July, 1998) of the ontology con-tains 80 classes, 27 axioms and 100 attributes, whichare used to annotate 1000 facts of 17 researchers.4 Feasibility of knowledge manage-ment systemsIn order to say something about the feasibility of ahorizontal knowledge management system such as wehave described, we have to consider the risks involved.Risks come from various resources, and we will discussthem resource-wise; technological risks, and social andorganizational risks.4.1 Technological risksFrom a technology point of view, there are several fac-tors that endanger the success of our knowledge man-agement approach.� First of all, such an initiative is likely to fail with-out dedicated tools to support the tasks involved.In particular tools are needed for (1) constructing

and maintaining the ontology, (2) annotating in-formation sources and (3) querying them (see Fig-ure 9). Currently, we use ODE [BFGPGP98] (on-tological design environment), which allows oneto specify ontologies at the conceptual level bycompleting tables, rather than at the implemen-tation level. From these tables, ODE is able togenerate the Ontolingua code of the ontology. Weneed, however, to complement this with more sup-port. For instance, Webonto [Dom98] enablescollaborative construction of ontologies over theWWW. Concerning the annotation process, wewould need a tool that visualizes both the ontol-ogy and the HTML page to be annotated. Select-ing a fragment of the HTML page and then click-ing on a term of the ontology should have to e�ectto include the corresponding onto attribute/valuein the HTML page.� Similarly, tools are needed for updating knowl-edge, both at the instance level, where researchersannotate their personal pages, as well at the on-tology level. Changes to the ontology might havedramatic consequences for updating the annota-tions in HTML pages, especially in pages that areannotated with an ontology term that becomesobsolete. We do not have a crystallized answer forthis problem yet, but it certainly forms a risk tobe considered. One possibility would be to use so-called XML4 \name spaces" that let you includein a document (then an XML page rather than4URL of XML isV.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-7



Figure 7: The hyperbolic query interface. Clicking on a node makes the corresponding class appear in the tableinterface of Figure 8.

Figure 8: The table query interface.
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Figure 9: Tools to support knowledge management.HTML) where the de�nition of a terms comesfrom.� What happens when the knowledge is spread overten thousands of HTML pages? Apart from theupdating problem (see above) also the intelligentreasoning part might become a problem. This isa familiar problem in KBS research, when algo-rithms developed and tested on toy domains haveto scale-up to real world applications.� How does our simple extension to HTML relate tonew technologies for the Web, that might makeHTML obsolete? The W3C { the internationalWorld-Wide Web Consortium for developing andpromoting standards for the Web { currently in-troduces the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)as a new standard for expressing the structureof web documents, and the Resource DescriptionFramework5 (RDF) for describing the semanticsof web documents. When a �nal version of RDFis recommended by the W3C, we will implementa wrapper that automatically generates RDF def-initions from our annotations [FDES98].4.2 Social and organizational risks� Without participating researchers, the (KA)2 ini-tiative would certainly fail. However, the natureof the initiative is such that participation is re-warding. It is a self-promoting activity. That is,researchers are better of if they participate be-cause other researchers and outsiders can betterand more easily �nd their work.http://www.w3.org/XML/5URL of RDF ishttp://www.w3.org/Metadata/RDF/Group/WD-rdf-syntax

� In many companies, the mentality is competitiverather than collaborative. In other words: \If mycolleague wins, then I loose." And: \If I makemy knowledge available to others, then others willpro�t from that, and there will be a risk that theyoutperform me." This mentality is a real threatto success of knowledge management initiatives.Increasingly more companies become aware thata collaborative mentality leads to better resultsthan competitive thinking [Cov89]. Organizationscan stimulate collaborative thinking by changingthe incentive system (such as making it �nanciallyrewarding to share knowledge).� Given the high workload of today's employees, itmay be easily felt that contributing to a knowl-edge management e�ort is a waste of time, or atleast does not have priority. This is killing for anyknowledge management initiative. Organizationsshould therefore reward knowledge managementcontributions equally as results that lead to di-rect pro�ts. In addition, an e�ort should be madeto reuse existing documents such that knowledgeworkers do not have the impression that they haveto duplicate knowledge. There exist already toolsto generate HTML pages from a variety of otherformats (MSWord, Email, etc.).5 Discussion and conclusion5.1 SummaryIn this article, we presented a knowledge engineeringapproach to knowledge management, which is based onmany years of experience in dealing with knowledge.If we relate our work to the four knowledge manage-ment actions mentioned in the introduction, we get thefollowing:� Knowledge gathering is performed from existingHTML pages (knowledge annotation).� Knowledge organization and structuring is donethrough an ontology (ontological engineering).� Knowledge re�nement is performed distributivelyby each worker (update annotations).� Knowledge distribution is done by a web crawlerthat gives intelligent access to the knowledge thatis \managed". This is a pull approach whereusers take the initiative when they need knowl-edge. However, the work presented here could aswell be used for a push approach.5.2 A social e�ortWe noted that knowledge management essentially in-volves people, and therefore any knowledge manage-ment e�ort is doomed to fail if human factors are nottaken seriously. Knowledge management only works ifV.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-9



people cooperate and are willing to share their knowl-edge. One way to stimulate sharing of knowledge is tochange the incentive system accordingly.5.3 The knowledge chainAn important framework in knowledge management isthe so-called \Knowledge Chain" [Kou97] which refersto the adaptability of an organization to an ever chang-ing market. The knowledge chain consists of fourstages which are walked through in a circular way.� Internal Awareness refers to the organization'sability to understand itself in terms of the skillsand competencies that it possesses, and not somuch in terms of its products.� Internal responsiveness is concerned with thetranslation of internal awareness (skills and com-petencies) into teams with the skills and tools tobring a product to market.� External responsiveness makes the di�erence forthe organization's success or failure. It is the or-ganization's ability to take quick and adequate de-cisions based on a corporate instinct, rather thanto go through a long bureaucratic process beforeacting.� External awareness represents an organization'sability to understand how the market perceivesthe value associated with its products and ser-vices as well as the changing directions and re-quirements of its markets. When coupled withinternal awareness, external awareness may leadto entirely new markets.Our approach contributes directly to the �rst twostages: internal awareness and responsiveness. Anontological engineering process, as is part of our ap-proach, results in a knowledge map of the organiza-tion. This \map" certainly contributes to the internalawareness of an organization. The annotation processprovides all instances of the knowledge map. Concern-ing the organization's internal responsiveness, if eachemployee annotates his or her homepage with skills,competencies and areas of expertise, it will be easy to�nd quickly and accurately the right persons for form-ing adequate teams.5.4 Ontology-based versus keyword-based re-trievalOne could argue that, if all the knowledge is avail-able in HTML documents, then why use an ontol-ogy to annotate the information in the pages? Af-ter all, the annotation e�ort is considerable. Why notuse general search engines for keyword-based searchingthrough the HTML pages? As everybody might haveexperienced, keyword-based search easily leads to an

overwhelming amount of answers (references to webdocuments). In other words, there is an informationoverload [O'L97], which makes it hard to �nd exactlywhat one is looking for and to get rid of nonsense (withrespect to the query). Although search engines get in-creasingly smarter, we expect that there will be a limitto such keyword-based information retrieval. More-over, current keyword-based search approaches do notallow to present information collected from distribu-tive locations in a coherent way to users, since there isno knowledge of how the retrieved information relatesto each other. Ontology-based retrieval does allow forthis, through the ontology. Finally, the ontology-basedapproach allows to access implicit knowledge, which isde�nitely beyond the capacity of keyword-based ap-proaches.To reduce the annotation e�ort, machine learn-ing techniques can be used that exploit ontologies toautomatically classify textual information [CDF+98].Moreover, wrappers can be built that extract the se-mantics of web documents based on regularities intheir structure, format and content. Again, machinelearning techniques can be used to semi-automaticallybuild such wrappers [AK97, KWD97]. Clearly, this isan important research line to embark on.5.5 Related workThere is a huge research e�ort going on about meta-data for web documents (e.g., XML, RDF, WebSQL,Dublin Core). More recently, there are also severalprojects that use ontologies together with meta-data toimprove information retrieval (e.g., SHOE, OntologyMarkup Language, Conceptual Knowledge MarkupLanguage). Most of these projects relate in some wayor another to our approach and to (KA)2 in particular.We already mentioned that the Resource DescriptionFramework (RDF) may provide an alternative syntaxfor writing ontological annotations of web documents.Meta-data de�ned in RDF have to be provided on anextra page or in a bloc inside a web page. There-fore, elements of a web page such as text fragments orlinks cannot directly be annotated with semantics, butmust be repeated in order to be enriched with meta-information. This design decision may cause prob-lems for maintaining web documents due to the redun-dancy of the information. See http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/broker/inhalt-wp.html for briefoverviews of these related projects and links to theirhomepages.AcknowledgmentWe thank Stefan Decker for his technical contributionto Ontobroker. Richard Benjamins is supported bythe Netherlands Computer Science Research Founda-V.R. Benjamins, D. Fensel, A. G�omez P�erez 5-10
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